
NVB Beers.    
Great Wines.     
Fizz.  

 
The Tap and Kitchen is a restaurant and a bar and the bar is welcoming throughout 
the year. The fire in the winter draws customers to its warm corner but now is the 
time to take your drink outside and enjoy the sun, water, trees and breeze. 
 
We are always brewing something new and have recently launched the second of our 
Hopstash series of beers that are made to showcase a particular hop. Each is a fruity 
and aromatic 5% beer with balanced bitterness and a big hoppy finish created using 
our freshest and favourite hop varieties. The Mosaic hops, used in the current batch, 
gives a big pine and resinous aroma backed up by a medley of citrus and dark berry 
flavours. Next up is Hopstash Eureka available mid-June. 
 

 
Hopstash Mosaic on Cask at the bar  
 
We know that some people don’t like beer because they say they don’t like bitter 
things yet they are happy to eat dark chocolate and drink a gin and tonic or bitter 
lemon. All are bitter, with the last two getting their bitterness from quinine. 
 
A few months ago, Paul and Dick, working with our friends at the Pint Shop, brewed 
a beer that uses no hops at all, instead sourcing quinine from cinchona bark to bitter 
the brew. In went a mass of lemons, some orange zest, cardamom, lots of juniper 
berries and the result is magical.  
 



 
Of course, these ingredients are not unfamiliar to drinkers of gin and tonic and 
Supersonic, Gin and Tonic beer was born. Many, who have hitherto disliked beer, 
love it and, it’s fair to say, many who love traditionally hopped beers can’t get 
enough. Kegged and chilled, it is stunning and perfect on a hot summer’s day. A 
lovely lemony taste ends with a long, lingering juniper flavour. Come and try it. 
 

 
Supersonic G&T Beer, on tap in the bar and in cans from the shop  

 
We don’t just sell our own beers. Come and try Tax Evasion lager from Legitimate 
Industries which is a cracker which will quench any thirst. 
 
Some years ago, a restaurateur from Istria with a small restaurant in London 
introduced us to Gavi di Gavi. It was nearly unknown at the time but not many years 
later it had become a regular on nearly every winelist in the land. Our tip is that we 
will be widely drinking Gruner Veltliner wines from Austria in a few years. It’s a 
lovely, versatile grape that produces refreshing, at times slightly spicy, clean, citrusy 
wines.  



 
We stock a Federspiel from Wachau and it goes with nearly everything bar big red 
meats. At £28, it isn’t bargain basement but the price is justified by the quality. If 
you have yet to try the grape, come on over; you might fall in love with it. 
 

 
Some lovely summer wines at the TK  
 
Finally, let us give you the recipe for our new Damson Fizz. We do so because it 
needs a lot of patience to make this as well as a damson tree or two. So we are happy 
to do it for you; 
 
 

 
Take damsons and add sugar and gin. 
Store in a cool dark place for two years. 
Decant through muslin to clarify the resulting damson gin and set aside the 
shrivelled damsons. 
Place a damson in the bottom of a glass and add damson gin.  
Fill glass with cold prosecco, garnish and serve. 
Consume frequently until all the world’s troubles disappear.  

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
Damson Fizz anyone?  


